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ENCOURAGING STUDENT 
RESPONSES IN LITERARY DISCUSSION 

by David V. Harrington, Gustavus Adolphus College 

Virtually every teacher likes to have interested responsive students 

always ready to contribute to class discussion. Lively debate in the 
classroom often seems to us proof of a good or successful class. More
over, we even feel like congratulating ourselves following class meetings 
in which discussion is particularly exciting or passionate. Only on rare 

occasions do .we become suspicious of the correlation between lively"' dis

cussion and successful teaching, that occurring following the grading of 
a particularly dismal set of essays or examination papers. We seem to be 

vaguely aware, at any rate, that active student participation is generally 

desirable in class discussion, while, underneath it all, we wish that it 

could be coordinated more with. the broad program of advancing the stu
dent's critical understanding. 

The conscientious teacher realizes, of course, that he cannot always 

permit students to particip~te as vigorously as they might want to. The 

teacher on occasion needs to give a pla'nned leci:ure designed to direct 

their thinking along new channels, the ·lecture possibly taking up the 

entire class period. The students cannot count on being able to respond 
at such times. There may be long stretches of consecutive class periods 
when the teacher feels obliged to lecture .in this fashion. Ideally, any time 

the teacher opens up the class for debate, throwing out as bait an open

ended question or a problem calling for a broad opinion, he would like to 
have his students ready and willing co respond. But students are not al

ways automatically prepared to speak up in class. The irregularity of 

such opportunities may discourage a few. Some of them, of course, prefer 
not to speak at all. There are people who prefer to save their precious 

jewels, to cash them in at test time or in assigned papers. S~me fall be
hind in their reading and really can't say anything of value. Probably 

students exist who actually are inhibited, afraid to speak in class. At 

any rate, most experienced teachers know that a responsive class is not 

something to be taken for granted. The teacher is either lucky because of 
the students making up the class or else he has done something to en

courage responsiveness in class. 
The foregoing needs qualifying, of course, by the admission that, in 

literature courses, it is relatively easy to develop a responsive spirit in 
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class, if one will settle for very general, easy impressions . .If the student 
is encouraged to think that his opinions will be gratefully received, per

haps even rewarded, he will give them willingly. ·If one asks such quesc 

tions as: "Do you like this play?" "Do you find these characters con
vincing?" "Is this an effective passage?" chances are students will 
give answers. They may even very willingly argue with each other. The 
teacher may congratulate himself for having stimulated "intellectual ex

citement." But general impressions are of limited value. And one can 
notice that most general impressions, of plays particularly, are limited.to 
judgements about characterization: "These characters don't seem gen

uine." "I thought Falstaff was funnier in this play than in the other one." 
"I still think Mark Antony is the hero." Unless students can explain the 

basis in the text of the plays for ·such statements as these, they are not 

contributing a great deal either to class discussion or to their own critical 
development. 

An experiment - attempted first in a Milton Seminar with limited en

rollment (eight students), all advanced undergraduate English majors; 

which was duplicated in a larger heterogeneous freshman course (twenty
five students) - has given me a few ideas about how to solve that problem. 

I have asked students to submit prior to class each day their impressions 

from reading the daily assignment. These impressions are written on 4" x 

6" index cards which I read, evaluate and keep on file. The impressions 
on these cards are intended to duplicate the kind of statement that we 

would like to have in intelligent, searching class discussion. The stu

dents are not expected to spend much time writing these impressions. The 

impressions certainly do not take the place of term papers or critical 
essays usually associated with such courses. They do, however, force the 

student to keep up on his daily assignments, to write regularly about 
literary· problems, and, with proper supervision, to develop an increasing 

sophistication in literary discussion. The degree to which they develop 

this sophistication, I believe, correlates rather strongly with the instruc~ 
tions given them for writing these cards. They are encouraged, of course, 

to limit their subject to either a limited aspect of the play or poem, or to 
a particular passage .. Beyond that, when one has the leisure to look at 
cards - and one certainly does not have the same opportunity to evaluate. 

responses in the rapid give-and-take of class discussion - one can observe 
recurrent deficient tendencies: the superficial generalization, highly sub
jective gushing, the regular falling back upon commonplace, self-evident 
facts, as well as a strong inclination to single out.for analysis basically 
non-literary problems. This last tendency, perhaps, deserves more specific 
illustration than the other. For example, in study of Taming of the Shrew, 
it seems legitimate enough to try to define the common assumption about 
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. d b h ters in that play, which is that the man should marriage assume Y c arac (" h • h · h h h ld Katherina's independent 1. e. s rew is ) b the master in t e ouse o • . f . e . 1 only if we accept the assumption o male behavior has dramatic. va ue . . . 
. • h ·d 1 form of marriage during the time we are en1oying domination as t e i ea . . l 

the la . It seems to me extra-literary, indeed impossib e, ~o a~~:"er a 
p ~ · "What is Shakespeare's idea about marriage. Pos-

student s question, A M"d N • h' 
h h • • tudent response to . i summer- ig t s sibly a little better t an t is is a s ' 

D 
• h" h the student observed that in view of Shakespeare s pre-

ream in w ic ,, b ff "th poet • . k h " de mechanicals as u oons, e must senting the wor men, t e ru ' . 
f h 1 s of people." On the basis of an accumu-have had contempt or t at c as . \ . 

b 1 lass people and dramatic .representations lation of statements a out ower c ld d 
• 1 k f Shakespeare perhaps one cou efend of them in the comp ete wor s o . ' . . 

· h h can more immediately and more profit-such an assertion. But t e teac er . 1 . 
d 

h card by pointing out the greater value in ana yz1ng 
ably respon to sue a d h b"l · f · • f these buffoons as contraste to t e young no 1 -the dramatic unctions o ' . f • · 11 as the fact that the clowning o Bottom ity and the fairy society' as we f h . . · • h i·n the play o t e irration-and his fellows helps dramatize a ma1or t eme . '. . . 

. 
1 

· . hard to parry or redirect distracting questions in ality of love. t is very h . th • • • f d. · The advantage of having t em write out eir 1m-the midst o iscuss1on. . h 
• · h • h in fact are very much like t e statements press1ons or questions, w ic . . f ·1· d" 

k 
· 1· d"scussion is that characteristic ai rngs or 1gres-they ma e in c ass i , . 

sions can be identified and warned againS t • 

• d t in writing these im-An important gain in the practice s_tu ents ~~ 
. • their becoming more consc10usly critical of what is happen-pressions is 

ing in the plays, as in this note: . . see. But I 
Romeo and Juliet is a genuine traged~, that I ~an 

n 't help wondering what Shakespeare rntends. with the sce~es 
ca h • s For rn-of comic relief that intersperse t e tragic sce~e • . 

Act Iv scene iv after the exit of the family mournrng 
stance, , ' d • fl s 
J 1. ' "death " Peter and the musicians enter an wit ow u iet s , . · • I 
freely. It should be relief, but I don't know if, seeing it, 

would laugh. f • to a play are in the form o quest10ns; Occasionally, their initial responses 

Som e of them are not easy to answer: 
• h • 1 It indeed is fate Fate seems to be a strong force rn t is P ay. . 

h . h causes Romeo and Juliet to be of the feudrng houses 
w 1c . h • eal f Montague and Capulet, respectively, t us puttrng a r 
~am per over the natural expression of their love for o~e ~not~er. 

R l ·ne whom Romeo also loved for a bit, is a so However, osa 1 , _ 
of the house of Capulet. How is it that Rom_eo never encounter 
ed any of the difficulties in seeking Rosaline that he later was 

• h 1· ; to experience wit Ju 1et. 
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Later impressions of the plays, in terms of expectations for the course, 
often reveal impressive depth of awareness from a combination of class 
discussion and ree_xamination of the plays: 

The discussion of variations on prete.nse and delusion m 
Twelfth Night was very helpful. The over-sentimentalism of 
the characters had bothered me. Now I think I cai;i sympathize 
with Orsino's lack of self-knowledge in the early part, and 
maybe even with Malvolio's later on. Our awareness of 
dramatic irony resulting from pretense and delusion also ex
plains why Viola is·by far the most impressive, respected char
acter. She is fully aware that she is pretending in her disguise, 
yet she also makes us aware through ambiguous(!) statements 
that her love for the Duke is genuine. It's rather fitting that she 
is the only one who marries her first choice. 

The students know they have to think consciously about their impressions 
of what they have read. They can't really leaf through the pages without 
knowing what is happening. 

The teacher can make use of these cards any way he likes. The more 
frequent and meaningful his references ~o them in class discussions, the 
more likelihood that students will prepare them carefully and thus improve 
them. My practice has been to grade them on a three-point scale, marking 
each as "1," "2," or "3," depending on its value as a critical statement. 
This takes very little time. The statements particularly useful for under
standing the current play are r.eferred to in the next class period. Certain 
kinds of deficient statements are summarized and explained as deficient 
in light of our purposes in literary study. Every three or four weeks it is 
possible to give a progress report, telling the student, for example, "On 
the basis of 10 cards your average is 2.2. I am especially impressed by 
your references to specific passages to exemplify your general observa
tions," or "Your average is 1.3. Frequently your statements are too gen
eral, too subjective, or your questions are too sweeping to allow for pro
fitable discussion, for example, 'Why is Twelfth Night a good play?' " 

It is my intention to thin out the less useful cards, keeping the better 
ones on file for reference in subsequent years, partly for comparison with 
this class, partly for use in preparing lecture-discussion meetings, with 
the idea of anticipating student problems, student responses. Every bit 
of evidence about how students think is of value. 

The exercise of preparing these written impressions each day has had 
various favorable effects upon both the students and the teachers. The 
original objective was accomplished, which was to keep the students up
to-date, actually thinking about their reading assignments. As a matter 
of fact, the exercise, the first two times I experimented with it, accomplish-
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ed only that much. But when the teacher carries this experiment a step 
or two further by pointing out fairly widespread, general deficiencies in 

common types of impressionistic statements, when the teacher is able to 

distinguish for the student, literary from non-literary reactions or prob
lems, he can observe remarkable development in critical sophistication. 
Furtht:rmore, though this point cannot be measured as exactly, the teacher, 
by clarifying differences between cards, also directs the students' critical 

observations in oral discussion. The result is more meaningful debate in 

class, a more responsible, disciplined approach to literary problems, with 

encouragement of greater reliance upon the evidence of the poem or the 

play being studied. It seems to me that students respond more favorably 
to the criticism of their written work than they do to criticism of their 
voluntary oral contributions in class. My feeling is that the use of the cards 

permits instructions aimed at raising the level of discussion without hurt

ing any one person's feelings, without inhibiting student oral responses. 

It is impossible to evaluate absolutely any teaching techniques be
cause of remarkable variations among students, because of intangible 
factors influencing the spirit of a class or group, because of the difficulty 
in comparing one's own teaching performance with past performances cover

ing generally the same material. I do believe, however, that the technique 
described above contributed directly to a substantially better performance 

by students in the Shakespeare class than I had known in several previous 
years .. I recommend the technique to other teachers on the basis of this 
experience with index cards. ■ 
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EDITORIAL NOTE 

All the credit fo_r assembling the material in this year's 

second issue should be paid to the co-edit.ors who presided 

over the fir.st. Their. successor as edit.or wishes to thank 

Duane Scribner for leaving her with little else to do than 

writ.e an editorial note expressing her gratitude and her in

tention to continue in the pattern of responsible editorship. 

We propose to arrange the contents of succeeding issues 

of the Minnesota English Journal around single specified 

subjects. Future issues will concentrate on the small school; 

on curriculum revision and experimental procedures; on rec

ommendations of works of fiction, poetry, drama, etc., that 

might serve to lend variety to the standard literature curri

culum. 

We hope to draw some. of the contents from papers pre

sented at the MCTE Annual Conference in Rochestec We 

hope, as well, to draw contributions from the membership 

at large on the elementary, secondary, and college levels. 

We think we can offer a special service to our state mem

bership by offering them a publication in which to test their 

own theories or to seek answers to questions that they might 

hesitate for various reasons to submit to the national jour

nals. If there is some particular problem that you would 

like comment on from your colleagues, we hope you will. 

tell us about it - and contribute a comment of your own to 

the forum. One of the subjects we are particularly inter

ested in, and would like to have your opinions about, is 

how English teachers on all levels of instruction judge 

students' competence in written composition. 
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